Introduction

This application note explains the various features of the SERCOM SPI in SAM D21 microcontrollers and its configurations with example codes and corresponding screen-shots.

For demonstration purpose two SAM D21 Xplained Pro boards will be used.
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1. **Glossary**

**ASF**: Atmel Software Framework

**DFLL48M**: 48MHz Digital Frequency Locked Loop

**DI**: Data Input DMA Direct Memory Access

**DO**: Data Output EDBG Embedded Debugger

**EXT 1/2/3**: Extension Header (1/2/3) in Xplained Pro Kit

**GCLK**: Generic Clock Controller

**GPIO**: General Purpose I/O-pins

**I²C**: Inter-Integrated Circuit

**IDE**: Integrated Development Environment

**LED**: Light-emitting diode

**MISO**: Master In and Slave Out Data Line for SPI Communication

**MOSI**: Master Out and Slave In Data Line for SPI Communication

**OSC8M**: 8MHz high-accuracy internal oscillator

**SCK**: Serial Clock Line for SPI Communication

**SERCOM**: Serial communication interface

**SPI**: Serial communication interface

**SS**: Slave Select Line for SPI Communication

**USART**: Universal Synchronous/ Asynchronous Receiver/ Transmitter

**UART**: Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter

**XOSC32K**: External 32kHz Crystal Oscillator
2. **Pre-requisites**

The solutions discussed in this document require basic familiarity with:

- Atmel Studio 6.2 or above
- ASF version 3.22.0 or above
- SAM D21 Xplained Pro kit
3. **SERCOM Implementation in SAM D21 Microcontrollers**

Generally, a microcontroller will have separate serial communication modules with different pinouts for each module. Separate dedicated peripherals and user registers will be available for each module. For example, USART will be a separate peripheral with dedicated pins for its function and I²C will be a separate peripheral with its own dedicated pins.

In SAM D microcontrollers, all the serial peripherals are designed into a single module as serial communication interface (SERCOM). A SERCOM module can be configured either as USART, I²C, or SPI, selectable by the user. Each SERCOM will be assigned four pads from PAD0 to PAD3. The functionality of each pad is configurable depending on the SERCOM mode used. Unused pads can be used for other purposes and the SERCOM module will not control them unless they are configured to be used by the SERCOM module.

For example, SERCOM0 can be configured as USART mode with PAD0 as transmit pad and PAD1 as receive pad. Other unused pads (PAD2 and PAD3) can be used either as GPIO pins or be assigned to some other peripherals. The assignment of SERCOM functionality for different pads is highly flexible making the SERCOM module more advantageous compared to the typical serial communication peripheral implementation.

3.1 **SERCOM Overview**

The serial communication interface (SERCOM) can be configured to support three different modes: I²C, SPI, or USART. Once configured and enabled, all SERCOM resources are dedicated to the selected mode.

The SERCOM serial engine consists of a transmitter and receiver, baud-rate generator, and address matching functionality. It can be configured to use the internal generic clock or an external clock, making operation in all sleep modes possible.

3.2 **Features**

- Combined interface configurable as one of the following:
  - I²C – Two-wire serial interface (SMBus compatible)
  - SPI – Serial Peripheral Interface
  - USART – Universal Synchronous/Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter
- Single transmit buffer and double receive buffers
- Baud-rate generator
- Address match/mask logic
- Operational in all sleep modes
- Can be used with DMA (not supported in SAM D20 MCUs)

3.3 **Block Diagram**

The figure below shows the block diagram of a SERCOM module. The module mainly consists of a serial engine handling the actual data transfers and mode specific IPs implementing the corresponding protocol.
3.4 SPI Implementation in SERCOM

The SPI is single buffered when transmitting and double buffered when receiving. SPI communication in slave will not happen until the SPI Slave select line (SS) is driven low by the master. Once the slave select line goes low, data to be transmitted should be placed in the master’s SPI data register. The SPI Transmit Data register (TxDATA) and SPI Receive Data register (RxDATA) share the same I/O address, referred to as the SPI Data register (DATA). Writing DATA register will update the Transmit Data register. Reading the DATA register will return the content of the Receive Data register. Writing the DATA register by software will move the data into the shift register, if no transfer is ongoing. Once the data is moved into the shift register the DRE (data register empty) interrupt flag is set in the master. This allows the software to write the next data to the DATA register. The data from the master shift register will be transmitted to the slave shift register through the MOSI line.

When data is transmitted using shift register from master through MOSI line the slave will simultaneously transmit the data written to its shift register through the MISO line. Data transmission in both master and slave is based on the common clock signal on the SCK line generated by the master.

The double buffering on the receive side of the SERCOM SPI module is implemented as a FIFO buffer containing RX buffer register and RX data register. After receiving the data in master or in slave the storage of the received data in the RX buffer register or in the RX data register is determined by an internal register pointer. Once the SERCOM SPI module is enabled the register pointer points to the RX data register. The first received data will be placed in the RX data register, which is currently pointed to by the register pointer. Once placing the data, the register pointer will now point to the RX buffer register.

Now there can be two possible scenarios:

1. The software makes a read of the RX data register. This read will return the received data to the software and the register pointer will now point back to the RX data register.

2. The software does not make a read of the received data and the next data reception happens. Now the received data is placed in the RX buffer register and the buffer pointer remains pointing to the buffer register. In this situation there can be two more possible scenarios:

   2.1. The software makes a read of the RX data register. This will return the data in the RX data register, which is basically the data received during the previous transfer and not the current transfer. The data in the RX buffer register is now shifted into the RX data register.
and the register pointer remains pointing to the RX buffer register. If the software makes one more read, then the data in the RX data register will be returned back, which is the received data of the current transfer and the register pointer will now point to the RX data register.

2.2. The software does not make a read and the next data reception happens. Now the data in the RX buffer register is transferred to the RX data register (the old data in the RX data register is lost) and the received data is placed into the RX buffer register. The register pointer remains pointing to the RX buffer register.

Figure 3-2. Full-duplex SPI Master Slave Interconnection

3.5 Clocks

The SERCOM module needs three clocks for its operation:

- SERCOM bus clock (APB clock)
- SERCOM CORE generic clock
- SERCOM SLOW generic clock

SERCOM bus clock (CLK_SERCOMx_APB) is used for reading and writing SERCOM registers by the CPU. This clock is disabled by default and can be enabled or disabled in the Power Manager (PM) module.

Two generic clocks are used by the SERCOM module; GCLK_SERCOMx_CORE and GCLK_SERCOMx_SLOW. The generic clocks are used for SERCOM’s operation. All the SERCOM communication timings are based on the generic clocks.

The core clock (GCLK_SERCOMx_CORE) is required to clock the SERCOM while operating as a master, while the slow clock (GCLK_SERCOMx_SLOW) is only required for certain functions like I²C timeouts.

Note: In this application note only the SERCOM bus clock (CLK_SERCOMx_APB) and core clock (GCLK_SERCOMx_CORE) are used.
4. **Hardware and Software Requirements**

The application demonstration needs two SAM D21 Xplained Pro boards. One board will be configured as master and then other board as slave.

*Figure 4-1. SAM D21 Xplained Pro Board*

There are two USB ports on the SAM D21 Xplained Pro board; the DEBUG USB and the TARGET USB. For debugging the target SAM D21 MCU using the Embedded debugger (EDBG) a Micro-B USB cable should be connected between a host PC running Atmel Studio and the DEBUG USB port on the SAM D21 Xplained Pro board.

Once the kit is successfully connected for the first time, the Windows® task bar will pop up a message as shown in the figure below.
If the driver installation is proper, the EDBG will be listed in the Device Manager as shown in the figure below.

**Figure 4-3. Successful EDBG Driver Installation**

Application codes are tested in Atmel Studio 6.2 with ASF version 3.22.0 and above. Two projects are needed for implementing the functionalities; one for the master and the other for the slave. The GCC C ASF Board project from Atmel Studio is used for the implementation.

To create an ASF board project for the SAM D21 Xplained Pro board, go to the file menu → New → Project and select “GCC C ASF Board project” in the new project wizard.
In the next window, select the device family as "SAM D", scroll down and select the device "ATSAMD21J18A" and board as "SAM D21 Xplained PRO - ATSAMD21J18A", and click on "OK" to create the new project.
The new project by default has a minimal application that will turn ON or OFF the LED on the SAM D21 Xplained Pro based on the state of the SW0 push button. Pressing the SW0 button will turn the LED ON and releasing the button will turn the LED OFF. To verify that the SAM D21 Xplained Pro is connected correctly this application can be run and checked whether it shows the expected output.
5. **Application Demonstration**

This chapter will demonstrate the various features of the SERCOM SPI module of SAM D21 with different example codes. The following examples are demonstrated in this application note:

- Basic Configuration
- Slave preloading configuration
- Hardware controlled SS and SS low detection configuration

**Note:** This chapter assumes that the user has previous knowledge on programming/debugging a SAM D21 device using Atmel Studio IDE.

For easier understanding, the examples will use the register level coding for the SERCOM module configuration. The clock configuration will, however, use ASF functions.

5.1 **Basic Configuration**

In the Basic configuration application, the master will transmit a data buffer of a few bytes to the slave and the slave will re-transmit the same data buffer to the master.

The basic configuration application performs the following actions:

- Master write (Slave read)
- Slave write (Master read)

The SERCOM SPI lines of the two SAM D21 Xplained Pro boards should be connected through the EXT2 connector using wires as shown in the figure below.

**Figure 5-1. SERCOM SPI Connection Diagram**
The common function calls used in both master and slave applications for the basic configuration examples are shown below.

```c
system_init();
spi_clock_init();
```

Detailed explanation of each function will be provided in the upcoming sections.

### 5.1.1 Main Clock

In SAM D21 devices, the output from GCLK Generator 0 will be used as the main clock. The Generic Clock Generator 0, also called GCLK_MAIN, is the clock feeding the Power Manager used to generate synchronous clocks. The GCLK Generator 0 can have one of the SYSCTRL oscillators as its source clock.

By default, after reset, the 1MHz clock from the OSC8M (prescaler set to 8) is used as the clock source for the GCLK Generator 0 and hence the main clock. However, as per the default ASF clock configuration, 8MHz clock from OSC8M (prescaler set to 1) is used as the clock source for GCLK Generator 0.

### 5.1.2 Master and Slave Clock Configuration

The default ASF clock configuration in the `conf_clocks.h` header file should be changed to make the device as well as the SERCOM module clocked at a maximum speed of 48MHz.

The following changes should be implemented in the `conf_clocks.h` file in both master and slave applications for 48MHz operation.

1. Set the flash wait-states to 1.
   ```c
   #define CONF_CLOCK_FLASH_WAIT_STATES 1
   ```

2. Configure and enable the XOSC32K oscillator, which will be used as the reference clock for the DFLL48M module.
   ```c
   /* SYSTEM_CLOCK_SOURCE_XOSC32K configuration - External 32KHz crystal/clock oscillator */
   #define CONF_CLOCK_XOSC32K_ENABLE              true
   #define CONF_CLOCK_XOSC32K_EXTERNAL_CRYSTAL   SYSTEM_CLOCK_EXTERNAL_CRYSTAL
   #define CONF_CLOCK_XOSC32K_STARTUP_TIME       SYSTEM_XOSC32K_STARTUP_65536
   #define CONF_CLOCK_XOSC32K_AUTOAMPLITUDE_CONTROL false
   #define CONF_CLOCK_XOSC32K_ENABLE_1KHZ_OUTPUT  false
   #define CONF_CLOCK_XOSC32K_ENABLE_32KHZ_OUTPUT true
   #define CONF_CLOCK_XOSC32K_ON_DEMAND          true
   #define CONF_CLOCK_XOSC32K_RUN_IN_STANDBY     false
   ```

3. Set XOSC32K as the clock source for the GCLK Generator 1.
   ```c
   /* Configure GCLK generator 1 */
   #define CONF_CLOCK_GCLK_1_ENABLE              true
   #define CONF_CLOCK_GCLK_1_RUN_IN_STANDBY     false
   #define CONF_CLOCK_GCLK_1_CLOCK_SOURCE       SYSTEM_CLOCK_SOURCE_XOSC32K
   #define CONF_CLOCK_GCLK_1_PRESCALER          1
   #define CONF_CLOCK_GCLK_1_OUTPUT_ENABLE      false
   ```

4. Configure and enable DFLL48M in closed loop mode using GCLK Generator 1 as reference clock generator and with appropriate multiplication factor.
   ```c
   /* SYSTEM_CLOCK_SOURCE_DFLL configuration - Digital Frequency Locked Loop */
   #define CONF_CLOCK_DFLL_ENABLE               true
   #define CONF_CLOCK_DFLL_LOOP_MODE           SYSTEM_CLOCK_DFLL_LOOP_MODE_CLOSED
   #define CONF_CLOCK_DFLL_ON_DEMAND           true
   /* DFLL closed loop mode configuration */
   #define CONF_CLOCK_DFLL_SOURCE_GCLK_GENERATOR GCLK_GENERATOR_1
   #define CONF_CLOCK_DFLL_MULTIPLY_FACTOR     (48000000 / 32768)
   #define CONF_CLOCK_DFLL_QUICK_LOCK         true
   ```
5. Set DFLL48M as clock source for GCLK Generator 0, which sources the main clock domain and is also used as clock source for the SERCOM module.

```c
/* Configure GCLK generator 0 (Main Clock) */
#define CONF_CLOCK_GCLK_0_ENABLE true
#define CONF_CLOCK_GCLK_0_RUN_IN_STANDBY false
#define CONF_CLOCK_GCLK_0_CLOCK_SOURCE SYSTEM_CLOCK_SOURCE_DFLL
#define CONF_CLOCK_GCLK_0_PRESCALER 1
#define CONF_CLOCK_GCLK_0_OUTPUT_ENABLE false
```

### 5.1.3 Clock Flow for Master and Slave

Figure 5-2. Clock Flow Diagram for Master and Slave

![Clock Flow Diagram](image)

### 5.1.4 System Initialization

The `system_init()` function is an ASF function used to configure the clock sources and GCLK generators as per the settings in the `conf_clocks.h` file. The main clock will be configured as stated in Section 5.1.1. It also initializes the board hardware of the SAM D21 Xplained Pro and the event system.

### 5.1.5 SPI Clock Initialization for Master

The `spi_clock_init()` function configures the peripheral bus clock (APB clock) and generic clock for the SERCOM SPI module. SERCOM1 is used in both the master and slave boards.

```c
void spi_clock_init()
{
    struct system_gclk_chan_config gclk_chan_conf;
    uint32_t gclk_index = SERCOM1_GCLK_ID_CORE;
    /* Turn on module in PM */
    system_apb_clock_set_mask(SYSTEM_CLOCK_APB_APBC, PM_APBCMASK_SERCOM1);
    /* Turn on Generic clock for USART */
    system_gclk_chan_get_config_defaults(&gclk_chan_conf);
    // Default is generator 0. Otherwise need to configure like below
    /* gclk_chan_conf.source_generator = GCLK_GENERATOR_1; */
    system_gclk_chan_set_config(gclk_index, &gclk_chan_conf);
    system_gclk_chan_enable(gclk_index);
}
```
A structure variable gclk_chan_conf is declared. This structure is used to configure the generic clock for the SERCOM used.

- SERCOM1 core clock “SERCOM1_GCLK_ID_CORE” and bus clock “SYSTEM_CLOCK_APB_APBC” are configured
- Generic clock “SERCOM1_GCLK_ID_CORE” uses GCLK Generator 0 as source generator (generic clock source can be changed to any other GCLK Generators as per user needs). So the SERCOM1 module is clocked at 48MHz from the DFLL48M.
- system_gclk_chan_set_config will set the generic clock channel configuration
- system_gclk_chan_enable will enable the generic clock “SERCOM1_GCLK_ID_CORE”

The following sections are common for all three demonstrations in this application note including both master and slave:

- Master and slave clock configuration
- Clock flow for master and slave
- System initialization
- SPI Clock initialization

### 5.1.6 SPI Master Pin Initialization

The `spi_master_pin_init()` function will initialize pins PA16, PA17, and PA19 to the SERCOM-Alternate peripheral function (C). It configures pin PA18 as GPIO pin. This GPIO pin is used as slave select line (_SS). In Master side, slave select line should be output. Initial state of PA18 is kept as logic high.

```c
void spi_master_pin_init()
{
    /* configuring GPIO pin PA18 as output
    for slave select line */
    struct port_config pin_conf = {
        .direction = PORT_PIN_DIR_OUTPUT,
        .input_pull = PORT_PIN_PULL_NONE,
        .powersave = false
    };
    port_pin_set_config(PIN_PA18, &pin_conf);
    port_pin_set_output_level(PIN_PA18, true);
    /* PA16, PA17 and PA19 set into peripheral function*/
    pin_set_peripheral_function(PINMUX_PA16C_SERCOM1_PAD0);
    pin_set_peripheral_function(PINMUX_PA17C_SERCOM1_PAD1);
    pin_set_peripheral_function(PINMUX_PA19C_SERCOM1_PAD3);
}
```

The `spi_master_pin_init()` function calls the `pin_set_peripheral_function` to assign I/O lines to the SERCOM peripheral function.

```c
static void pin_set_peripheral_function(uint32_t pinmux)
{
    uint8_t port = (uint8_t)((pinmux >> 16)/32);
    PORT->Group[port].PMUX[((pinmux >> 16) - (port*32))/2].reg &= ~(0xF << (4 * ((pinmux >> 16) & 0x01u)));
    PORT->Group[port].PMUX[((pinmux >> 16) - (port*32))/2].reg |= (uint8_t)((pinmux & 0x0000FFFF) << (4 * ((pinmux >> 16) & 0x01u)));
    PORT->Group[port].PINCFG[((pinmux >> 16) - (port*32))].bit.PMUXEN = 1;
}
```

### 5.1.7 SPI Master Initialization

The `spi_master_init()` function will initialize the SPI master function by configuring the control registers, baud registers, and enabling the SERCOM interrupt.

```c
void spi_master_init()
{
    /*PAD3 for MISO, PAD0-MOSI, PAD1-SCK, PAD2-CS */
    SERCOM1->SPI.CTRLA.reg = SERCOM_SPI_CTRLA_DIPO(0x3) | SERCOM_SPI_CTRLA_MODE_SPI_MASTER;
    /* synchronization busy */
```
while(SERCOM1->SPI.SYNCBUSY.bit.CTRLB);
/* SPI receiver is enabled */
SERCOM1->SPI.CTRLB.reg = SERCOM_SPI_CTRLB_RXEN;
/* synchronization busy */
while(SERCOM1->SPI.SYNCBUSY.bit.CTRLB);
/* baud register value corresponds to the SPI speed */
SERCOM1->SPI.BAUD.reg = (system_gclk_chan_get_hz(SERCOM1_GCLK_ID_CORE)/(2*SPI_SPEED)) - 1;
/* SERCOM1 peripheral enabled */
SERCOM1->SPI.CTRLA.reg |= SERCOM_SPI_CTRLA_ENABLE;
/* synchronization busy */
while(SERCOM1->SPI.SYNCBUSY.reg & SERCOM_SPI_SYNCBUSY_ENABLE);
/* SERCOM1 interrupt handler mapped to callback handler 'SERCOM1_App_Handler' */
_sercom_set_handler (SERCOM_INTRANCE_INDEX, (sercom_handler_t) SERCOM1_App_Handler);
/* SERCOM1 handler enabled */
system_interrupt_enable(SERCOM1_IRQn);
}

- The CTRLA register is used to configure the data order, SPI mode, and the SPI lines to the PAD. In the above function SPI is configured as master. In Master operation DI is MOSI and DO pin is MISO. Tables "SERCOM SPI Signals" and "SPI Pin Configuration" in the SAM D21 data sheet gives the settings to configure the SPI pin functionalities to the PAD. In the above function DIPO field bit is configured as 0x3 so PAD3 is DI. The DOPO field is not configured in the above function so the reset value of 0x0 will be present in that field. As DOPO is 0x0, PAD0 is DO pin and PAD1 is SCK pin.
- The CTRLB register is used to enable the SPI receiver mode, character size, and address mode. In the above function the SPI receiver mode is enabled.
- The following formula is used to determine the BAUD value to be loaded in the BAUD register:
  \[ f_{BAUD} = \frac{f_{REF}}{2(BAUD+1)} \]
  \[ f_{BAUD} = \text{SERCOM generic clock frequency} \]
  \[ BAUD = \text{BAUD register value} \]
  From the equation,
  \[ BAUD = \left( \frac{f_{REF}}{2 \cdot f_{BAUD}} \right) - 1 \]
In the application the SERCOM runs at generator 0 frequency and the SPI clock is 50kHz.

Note: In the register the bit fields, which are not configured, will hold its reset value. The reset value can be found in the register description.
5.1.8 SPI Master Transaction

The `spi_master_send` function is used to perform a transaction with the connected slave device.

```c
void spi_master_send()
{
    i = 0;
    j = 0;
    tx_done = false;
    /* Slave_select line is made into low to start the communication */
    port_pin_set_output_level(PIN_PA18, false);
    /* Data register empty and receive complete interrupt is enabled */
    SERCOM1->SPI.INTENSET.reg = SERCOM_SPI_INTENSET_DRE | SERCOM_SPI_INTENSET_RXC;
    while (!tx_done);
    /* Slave_select line is made into low to start the communication */
    port_pin_set_output_level(PIN_PA18, true);
    SERCOM1->SPI.CTRLA.reg &= ~SERCOM_SPI_CTRLA_ENABLE;
    while(SERCOM1->SPI.SYNCBUSY.reg & SERCOM_SPI_SYNCBUSY_ENABLE);
}
```

- In the master application a global variable for iteration count and Boolean variable to indicate transmission done status are used

```c
tuint8_t i = 0, j = 0;
volatile bool tx_done;
```

- SPI master must initiate transaction by pulling the slave select line (_SS) low. In master application pin PA18 is connected with the slave, so once pulling this pin low the SPI transaction starts.
- The `port_pin_set_output_level` function sets the output value of a pin with the level given at its argument
- The INTENSET register is used to enable the interrupt. In the above function data register empty and receive complete interrupts are enabled.
- The Boolean flag variable `tx_done` is initialized as false, so it remains in the while loop until the SERCOM1 handler sets it to true indicating the completion of transaction

```c
while(!tx_done);
```

- In the SERCOM1 handler, two interrupt conditions are checked:
  - Data Ready interrupt
  - Receive complete interrupt

```c
void SERCOM1_Handler()
{
    /* Data register empty flag set */
    if (SERCOM1->SPI.INTFLAG.bit.DRE && SERCOM1->SPI.INTENSET.bit.DRE) {
        SERCOM1->SPI.DATA.reg = tx_buffer[i++];
        if (i == 5) {
            SERCOM1->SPI.INTENCLR.reg = SERCOM_SPI_INTENCLR_DRE;
        }
    }
    /* receive complete interrupt */
    if (SERCOM1->SPI.INTFLAG.bit.RXC && SERCOM1->SPI.INTENSET.bit.RXC) {
        rx_buffer[j++] = SERCOM1->SPI.DATA.reg;
        if (j == 5) {
            SERCOM1->SPI.INTENCLR.reg = SERCOM_SPI_INTENCLR_RXC;
            tx_done = true;
        }
    }
}
```

- Data Ready interrupt is set when SPI data byte is transmitted from data register. Data byte will then move into shift register.
- Receive complete interrupt is set when there are unread data in the RX data register
• When master transmits the data byte from tx_buffer, code will enter into the below loop of slave SERCOM1 handler

```c
/* Data register empty flag set */
if (SERCOM1->SPI.INTFLAG.bit.DRE && SERCOM1->SPI.INTENSET.bit.DRE) {
    SERCOM1->SPI.DATA.reg = tx_buffer[i++];
    if (i == 5) {
        SERCOM1->SPI.INTENCLR.reg = SERCOM_SPI_INTENCLR_DRE;
    }
}
```

• Inside the SERCOM1_Handler handler function, after the data transmission, the Data Register Empty (DRE) flag is checked in both Interrupt Flag Status and Clear register (INTFLAG) and Interrupt Enable Set register (INTENSET). Similarly after data reception, the Receive Complete flag (RXC) is checked in both Interrupt Flag Status and Clear register (INTFLAG) and Interrupt Enable Set register (INTENSET). If both are set then tx_buffer data will be placed in the data register.
• Buffer size has been set by macro BUF_SIZE
• Once the iteration variable \( i \) reaches the value of 5 it means all data is transferred and the data register empty interrupt is cleared
• When the master transmits the data through MOSI lines, it enters into the slave shift register and the shift register content will be transferred to the master through the MISO line. The initial value of the slave shift register will be zero and this value will reach the master.
• Once the master receives the slave shift register value zero as stated in the above point, the master application code will enter into the below loop of slave SERCOM1 handler
• For each master transfer it receives the data byte from the slave shift register

```c
if (SERCOM1->SPI.INTFLAG.bit.RXC && SERCOM1->SPI.INTENSET.bit.RXC) {
    rx_buffer[j++] = SERCOM1->SPI.DATA.reg;
    if (j == 5) {
        SERCOM1->SPI.INTENCLR.reg = SERCOM_SPI_INTENCLR_RXC;
        tx_done = true;
    }
}
```

• In receive complete interrupt checking, both the RXC interrupt flag and the RXC interrupt set should be checked
• Received data bytes are read from the data register and stored in the receive buffer rx_buffer
• Once the iteration variable \( j \) reaches the value of 5 it means all the data bytes are received and the receive complete interrupt is cleared
• Now the Boolean variable tx_done is set to true and the control jump backs to the spi_master_send and comes out of the tx_done loop
• The GPIO pin PA18 is set to logic high to stop the SPI communication and the SERCOM is disabled by writing low in the ENABLE bit of the CTRLA register

**Note:** CTRLA, CTRLB, ADDR, and DATA registers are write synchronized so the SYSOP bit in the SYNCRBUSY register should be checked after writing these registers.

The final application “Basic Configuration for Master” will be in the Zip attachment to this application note.

### 5.1.9 SPI Clock Initialization for Slave

The explanation for this section is the same as for the **SPI Clock Initialization for Master** section.
5.1.10  **SPI Slave Pin Initialization**

The spi_slave_pin_init() function will initialize pins PA16, PA17, PA18, and PA19 to the SERCOM-Alternate peripheral function (C).

```c
void spi_slave_pin_init()
{
    /* pin18 pull-resistor is set into high */
    PORT->Group[0].PINCFG[18].reg = PORT_PINCFG_INEN | PORT_PINCFG_PULLEN;
    PORT->Group[0].OUTSET.reg = (1u << 18);
    pin_set_peripheral_function(PINMUX_PA16C_SERCOM1_PAD0); //MOSI
    pin_set_peripheral_function(PINMUX_PA17C_SERCOM1_PAD1); //SCK
    pin_set_peripheral_function(PINMUX_PA18C_SERCOM1_PAD2); //SS
    pin_set_peripheral_function(PINMUX_PA19C_SERCOM1_PAD3); //MISO
}
```

The spi_slave_pin_init() function calls the pin_set_peripheral_function to assign I/O lines to the SERCOM peripheral function.

```c
static void pin_set_peripheral_function(uint32_t pinmux)
{
    uint8_t port = (uint8_t)((pinmux >> 16)/32);
    PORT->Group[port].PMUX[((pinmux >> 16) - (port*32))/2].reg &= ~(0xF << (4 * ((pinmux >> 16) & 0x01u)));
    PORT->Group[port].PMUX[((pinmux >> 16) - (port*32))/2].reg |= (uint8_t)((pinmux & 0x0000FFFF) << (4 * ((pinmux >> 16) & 0x01u)));
    PORT->Group[port].PINCFG[((pinmux >> 16) - (port*32))].bit.PMUXEN = 1;
}
```

- Slave select line (_SS) is connected with pin PA18, which is SERCOM1 PAD [2]. This line will be connected to the SPI master and once the line is pulled low by the master the SPI communication starts.
- During idle condition when master is not pulling the slave select line (_SS) the low level noise signal can appear in the slave select line, which results in malfunction. To avoid this, pin PA18 input buffer is enabled and internal pull resistor is enabled.
  ```c
  PORT->Group[0].PINCFG[18].reg = PORT_PINCFG_INEN | PORT_PINCFG_PULLEN;
  
  PORT->Group[0].OUTSET.reg = (1u << 18);
  
  Pull resistor value is tied to logic high by setting its value in OUTSET register as one.
  ```

5.1.11  **SPI Slave Initialization**

The spi_slave_init function will initialize the SPI slave function by configuring the control registers and enabling the SERCOM handler.

```c
void spi_slave_init()
{
    /* MOSI(DI)-PAD0,SCK-PAD1,SS-PAD2,MISO(DO)-PAD3
    SPI in slave mode */
    SERCOM1->SPI.CTRLA.reg = SERCOM_SPI_CTRLA_DOPO(0x2) |
    SERCOM_SPI_CTRLA_MODE_SPI_SLAVE;
    /* SPI receiver enabled */
    SERCOM1->SPI.CTRLB.reg = SERCOM_SPI_CTRLB_RXEN;
    /* synchronization busy */
    while(SERCOM1->SPI.SYNCBUSY.bit.CTRLB);
    /* SERCOM1 enabled */
    SERCOM1->SPI.CTRLA.reg |= SERCOM_SPI_CTRLA_ENABLE;
    /* synchronization busy */
    while(SERCOM1->SPI.SYNCBUSY.reg & SERCOM_SPI_SYNCBUSY_ENABLE);
    /* SERCOM1 interrupt handler mapped to callback handler 'SERCOM1_App_Handler' */
    system_interrupt_enable(SERCOM1_IRQn);
    
    /* SERCOM1 handler enabled */
    _sercom_set_handler(SERCOM_INTRANCE_INDEX, (sercom_handler_t) SERCOM1_App_Handler);
}
```
• The CTRLA register is used to configure the data order, SPI mode, and the SPI lines to the PAD. In the above function the SPI is configured as Slave. In Slave operation DI is MOSI and DO pin is MISO. The tables "SERCOM SPI Signals" and "SPI Pin Configuration" in the SAM D21 data sheet gives the settings to configure the SPI pin functionalities to the PAD. In the above function the DOPO field bit is configured as 0x2 so PAD3 is DO, PAD1 is SCK, and PAD2 is slave select line. The DIPO field is not configured in the above function so the reset value of 0x0 will be present in that field. As DIPO is 0x0, PAD0 is DI pin.

• CTRLA, CTRLB can be written only when the SPI is disabled because these registers are enable protected. So once configuring these registers the SPI is enabled.

• Due to the asynchronicity between CLK_SERCOMx_APB and GCLK_SERCOMx_CORE, some registers must be synchronized when accessed. The CTRLA and CTRLB register is Write-Synchronized so the application should wait until the synchronization busy flag (CTRLB bit and ENABLE bit in SYNCBUSY register) is cleared after performing a write to this register.

• Each peripheral has a dedicated interrupt line, which is connected to the Nested Vector Interrupt Controller in the Cortex-M0+ core. In the above function the SERCOM1 interrupt request line (IRQ - 10) is enabled.

5.1.12 SPI Slave Transaction

The spi_slave_rx_data function is used to perform a transaction with the connected master device.

```c
void spi_slave_rx_data()
{
    i = 0;
    SERCOM1->SPI.DATA.reg = tx_buffer[0];
    j = 1;
    SERCOM1->SPI.INTENSET.reg = SERCOM_SPI_INTENSET_RXC | SERCOM_SPI_INTENSET_DRE;
    while(!rx_done);
}
```

• In slave application a global variable for iteration count and Boolean variable to indicate reception done status are used. The Boolean variable flag is set as false.

```c
uint8_t i = 0, j = 0;
volatile bool rx_done;
```

• Data byte received from the master will be in the receive buffer rx_buffer. At the same time the slave shift register content will be transmitted to the master through the MISO line so the data byte from the transmit buffer tx_buffer is placed in slave shift register.

• The first data byte is placed in the TX DATA register from the transmit buffer and the Boolean variable used for transmit is initialized as 1

• The INTENSET register is used to enable the interrupt. In the above function data register empty and receive complete interrupts are enabled.

• The Boolean flag variable rx_done is initialized as false, so it remains in the while loop until the SERCOM1 handler sets it to true indicating the completion of reception

```c
while(!rx_done);
```

• In the SERCOM1 handler, two interrupt conditions are checked:
  – Data Ready interrupt
  – Receive complete interrupt

```c
void SERCOM1_Handler()
{
    /* Data register empty flag set */
    if(SERCOM1->SPI.INTFLAG.bit.DRE && SERCOM1->SPI.INTENSET.bit.DRE)
    {
        SERCOM1->SPI.DATA.reg = tx_buffer[j++];
    }
```
if (j == 5)
    SERCOM1->SPI.INTENCLR.reg = SERCOM_SPI_INTENCLR_DRE;
}

/* receive complete interrupt */
if(SERCOM1->SPI.INTFLAG.bit.RXC && SERCOM1->SPI.INTENSET.bit.RXC)
{
    rx_buffer[i++] = SERCOM1->SPI.DATA.reg;
    if(i == 5){
        SERCOM1->SPI.INTENCLR.reg = SERCOM_SPI_INTENCLR_RXC;
        rx_done = true;
    }
}

- When the master transmits the data byte, it enters the slave shift register, and from there it will be placed in the RX DATA register. Then the below part of SERCOM1 handler executes:

if(SERCOM1->SPI.INTFLAG.bit.RXC && SERCOM1->SPI.INTENSET.bit.RXC)
{
    rx_buffer[i++] = SERCOM1->SPI.DATA.reg;
    if(i == 5){
        SERCOM1->SPI.INTENCLR.reg = SERCOM_SPI_INTENCLR_RXC;
        rx_done = true;
    }
}

The RX DATA register content will be read till the iteration count reach its maximum value.

- For each data reception the slave will transmit its shift register content to the master. In normal configuration the first data byte from the slave shift register is zero and the rest of the data byte will be transmitted from the transmit buffer tx_buffer. The code below here will do this part.

if(SERCOM1->SPI.INTFLAG.bit.DRE && SERCOM1->SPI.INTENSET.bit.DRE)
{
    SERCOM1->SPI.DATA.reg = tx_buffer[j++];
    if (j == 5)
        SERCOM1->SPI.INTENCLR.reg = SERCOM_SPI_INTENCLR_DRE;
}

- As the first data byte sent from slave shift register is zero, the last byte of the buffer cannot be read by the master
- Once receiving the complete data byte from the master, the Boolean variable is set into true and the code reaches the while loop in the main function

The final application “Basic Configuration for Slave” will be in the Zip attachment to this application note.

The figure below is a screen shot of the basic configuration transaction between master and slave.
5.2 Slave Preloading Configuration

5.2.1 Master Side

In the “Basic configuration” application the first data byte received by the SPI master will be the slave shift register with the default value. To receive the complete receive buffer data byte from the slave, an additional dummy write needs to be performed by the master.

This scenario can be avoided by using the slave preloading in the slave side. By doing slave preloading the first byte of the slave shift register will be data byte of TX DATA register of slave.

In this application section only the changes from the basic configuration will be explained.

The following section of basic configuration of the SPI master will be applicable for this application.

- SPI Master pin initialization
- SPI Master initialization
- SERCOM Handler

5.2.2 SPI Master Transaction

The spi_master_send function is used to perform transactions with the connected slave device.

```c
void spi_master_send()
{
    i = 0;
    j = 0;
    tx_done = false;
    /* Slave_select line is made into low
to start the communication */
    port_pin_set_output_level(PIN_PA18, false);
    /* delay added for preloading */
    delay_ms(1);
    /* Data register empty and receive complete interrupt is enabled */
    SERCOM1->SPI.INTENSET.reg = SERCOM_SPI_INTENSET_DRE | SERCOM_SPI_INTENSET_RXC;
    while (!tx_done);
}```
In Master Side, the following steps should be implemented for the preloading configuration.

- As said in section **Preloading of the Slave Shift Register** in the SAM D21 data sheet, “Preloading can be used to preload data to the shift register, while _SS is high and eliminate sending a dummy character when starting a transaction”.

- The point above here should be taken care of in the master section by keeping the slave select line high when the slave first data byte is loaded into the slave TX DATA register with slave preloading configuration.

- After that the slave select line should be kept low for the SPI communication. In this application during debugging the debug break point should be kept at the below line of code, and then the slave should run to get the proper preloading working.

    ```
    tx_done = false;
    ```

- As said in section **Preloading of the Slave Shift Register** in the SAM D21 data sheet, “In order to guarantee enough set-up time before the first SCK edge, enough time must be given between _SS going low and the first SCK sampling edge”.

- The point above here should be taken care of in the master section by adding the delay of at least four cycles before starting the SPI communication.

- In the function above, the line below is implemented for these settings.

    ```
    delay_ms(1);
    ```

The final application “Preloading configuration for Master” will be in the Zip attachment to this application note.

### 5.2.3 Slave Section

This application is the same as the Basic configuration section except that the preloading bit has to be set in the CTRLB register.

```
SERCOM1->SPI.CTRLB.reg = SERCOM_SPI_CTRLB_RXEN | SERCOM_SPI_CTRLB_PLOADEN;
```

The final application “Preloading configuration for Slave” will be in the Zip attachment to this application note.

The figure shown below is a screen-shot of the Slave Preloading Configuration transaction between master and slave.
5.3 Hardware Controlled SS and SS Low Detection Configuration

Normally, in an SPI application the slave select line must to be pulled low by the master to start the communication. After the transaction has completed the slave select line will be released by the master. The software application must take care of this.

In this configuration the _SS pin is driven low for a minimum of one baud cycle before the transmission starts and stays low for a minimum of one baud cycle after the transmission has completed. If back-to-back frames are transmitted, the _SS pin will always be driven high for a minimum of one baud cycle between the frames.

This section is the same as the Basic configuration section. Below are the changes to be done in the master side.

- The Hardware slave select (_SS) control is enabled by setting the MSSEN bit in the SPI Master CTRLB register.

```
SERCOM1->SPI.CTRLB.reg = SERCOM_SPI_CTRLB_RXEN | SERCOM_SPI_CTRLB_MSSEN;
```

- The Hardware slave select line, which is connected with the slave, should be assigned to the alternate peripheral function C.

```
pin_setPeripheralFunction(PINMUX_PA18C_SERCOM1_PAD2);
```
In the slave section there is no change from the preloading section. The slave preloading section of the SPI slave is used for this application.

The final application “Hardware controlled SS and SS low detection configuration” for both master and slave is part of the zip-file attachment for this application note.

The figure shown below is a screen-shot of the Hardware controlled SS and SS low detection configuration transaction between master and slave.

**Figure 5-6. Hardware Controlled SS and SS Low Detection Configuration**
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